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A good business Journey is our plan to make a difference for our people, in our communities, and for the environment.
Venture details:
As a well-established business Blanco can provide concession opportunities for;
Foreign hunting concessions through a foreign outfitter. This agent will earn 15% of foreign currency as commission on
animals hunted by his clients or all referrals sent to us.
Local hunting concessions through a local outfitter. This agent will earn 10% of foreign currency as commission on animals
hunted by his clients or all referrals sent to us.
Please continue to read if you wish to learn more about us. If you wish to walk with us on this journey you can start a
conversation through contact information at end of document.
About us:
Blanco Hunting Safaris (MF & CE Gibbons Partnership T/A Blanco Game Ranch) is a privately owned business in the hunting
industry. We only practice ethical trophy and biltong hunting practices through sustainable conservation through our hunting
safaris service. Blanco provides services as aforementioned being one of them to its visitors – other services being;
Classic safaris
Nature rich experience through a prolonged break away. Stay in the bush rustic tentalows or greater comfort chalet camps
and embark on a private journey or engage with us exploring Blanco's diverse ecosystem through activities.
Overnight accommodation.
Blanco recognise the need for this due to our remote region.
Venue service.
Ideal for;
-Junior and or senior hunting training camps.
-Christian youth camp initiatives.
-Team building initiatives.
-Small private weddings.
Ecotourism.
Here is where I get to tell you about Blanco Game Ranch. A section of Blanco dedicated to wildlife ranching to practice
conservation of endangered and exotic animal species. This is really exciting and allows Blanco to branch out and integrate
with researchers and conservationists in creating a platform for you the tourist as well to walk with us hand in hand in
making sure our future generations will have wildlife to experience.
Species: Golden King Eland, Golden Wildebeest, Kings Wildebeest, White Gemsbuck with other programs being planned.
Ideal for;
-Research in a professional capacity into its respective fields through Blanco's diverse and unique ecosystem.
-Ornithologists, zoologist, geology and botany.
-Observing animals in their native habitats as a recreational activity.
-Birdwatchers, birders,
-Tourists and locals looking for a unique break away experience.
-Astronomy, our cosmos lit nights leaves one in awe.
-Our region in the outskirts of the Kalahari makes for a unique tourist attraction promoting Ecotourism.
Sincerely Charles Gibbons (Director)
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